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Abstract.
Adaptive reasoning is one of the mathematical proficiency strands that refers to the capacity to reflect, explain, justify, and think logically about concepts and situations. It helps students construct their idea in solving mathematics problems. On the other hand, students’ adaptive reasoning still needs to be developed. This is a qualitative study with a case study design. This study was carried out to analyze students’ adaptive reasoning in solving Pythagoras Theorem problems based on gender. There were 31 student participants, of which 14 were males and 17 females. They were the second grade of senior high schools in South of Aceh. There were several steps involved in conducting this study, such as formulating and validating the problems, conducting the test, and interviewing. The problems were formulated based on the adaptive reasoning indicators and curriculum. They were then validated by two lecturers and a teacher. Furthermore, the test was carried out for 20 minutes for answering 4 problems. This study showed that female students were able to solve adaptive reasoning problems as compared to male students.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mathematical proficiency is one of the crucial things needed in mathematics education. It is constructed from five intertwined and interdependent strands: conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, strategic competence, adaptive reasoning, and productive disposition [1]. It cannot only focus on a strand or some of them, but it is developed by them all together. Furthermore, adaptive reasoning, one of mathematical proficiency strands, helps students to construct their own mind idea in solving mathematical problems [2, 3]. Not only as a crucial issue in mathematics education lately, but also students are expected to possess adaptive reasoning ability as one of mathematics education goals in Indonesia curriculum.
Adaptive reasoning refers to capacity for logical thought, reflection, explanation, and justification [1]. Then, logical thought means the ability to generalize the conjectures, meanwhile reflection refers to the ability to check the truth of mathematics procedure. Furthermore explanation means the ability to interpret the solution, and justification is the ability to state the reason on a statement or a solution in mathematics. In the other hand, adaptive reasoning known as a glue that connect all kind of reasoning and guide learning process [4]. Then, it not only involves justification and informal explanation, but also intuitive and inductive reasoning as a basic of pattern, analogy, and metaphor [1]. It is also a significant predictor of student mathematics achievement.

Several previous researches show that students’ adaptive reasoning are still need to be developed. Student with low mathematical ability cannot construct their adaptive reasoning [5–7] meanwhile they whose high adaptive reasoning are only able to expand adaptive reasoning at medium level [5]. Then, student adaptive reasoning in solving rectangle problem was only in visualization level, the lowest van hiele level [7]. In the other hand, gender significantly predict student achievement in mathematics. Based on the previous problem, this study was carried out to analysis students’ adaptive reasoning in solving Pythagoras Theorem viewed by gender.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

This is qualitative research with case study design. A case study is one of qualitative research design that explore processes, activities, and events in depth [8]. The purpose of this study was to analyse the students’ adaptive reasoning in solving Pythagoras Theorem problems viewed by gender. There were implemented several steps to carry out this study, they are formulating and validating the problems, conducting the test, and interview. First, Four problems were tested to assess students adaptive reasoning. There are four indicators of adaptive reasoning and every problem assessed one of them. The problems are shown in Table 1. Then, the problems were validated by a mathematics teachers and two lecturers. Second, the test was held for 31 participants; 14 males and 17 females during 20 minutes. The participants were the second graders of junior high school in South of Aceh. Third, interviews were conducted for several six students based on their answer sheet during 15 minutes for each.
1. Several right triangles are shown in the following

Find the comparison of the sides of the XYZ triangle!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Several right triangles are shown in the following</td>
<td>Logical thought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Triangle Diagram" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Find the comparison of the sides of the XYZ triangle!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Two poles stand side by side 24 m apart. If the height of the shortest pole is 22 m and the length of the connecting wire between the two ends of the pole is 26 m. then the length of the highest pole can be calculated in the following steps.

Using Pythagoras Theorem, we found that

\[ DE^2 = 26^2 + 24^2 \]
\[ DE^2 = 676 + 576 \]
\[ DE^2 = 1252 \]
\[ DE = \sqrt{1252} \]
\[ DE = 35.38 \]

So, length of the highest pole is 35.38 meter.

Check whether the previous steps in the table are correct or not, state your reason!

3. Toni sit facing the pine tree. The distance between Toni and pine tree base is 240 meters, meanwhile the distance between Toni and the tip of the pine tree is 250 meters. The following sketch describe the situation above.

Explain why the triangle above is a right triangle!

4. Look at the following right triangle!

Explain why the triangle above is a right triangle!

---

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study we analysed student adaptive reasoning in solving Pythagoras Theorem problems. This study shows that more than half of the student cannot solve the problems well. Most of students did not write anything on the answer sheet. Based on the interview, S2 let the paper empty because he was not able to understand the problem given. Most of student get error in comprehension step in solving mathematical problem [9–11]. Furthermore, S2 also declared that he did not understand about the Pythagoras
Theorem well. He got some problems during the learning process. Students will able to develop their adaptive reasoning when the have sufficient prior knowledge, and vice versa [1]. Diagram 1 shows the percentage of the student adaptive reasoning in solving the problems based on the indicators.

![Diagram 1: The summary of student adaptive reasoning.](image)

Specifically, 14% of male and 29% of female students were able to solve logical thought problem. Then, there was an equal amount of students between males and females who were able to solve reflection problem, one for each gender. Furthermore, female students were still supreme in quantity than male for explanation and justification problems. Table 2. shows amount of students who were able to solve adaptive reasoning problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logical Thought</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justification</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Student adaptive reasoning viewed by gender.

Based on the interview, most of student answered the question by remembering the notes in their book in solving logical thought problem. They recall the algorithmic given in the text book and even ignored the clue given in the problems and wrote the answer based on their notes. This reasoning is a part of imitative reasoning called algorithmic reasoning. Algorithmic reasoning fulfil two conditions; the strategy choice is to recall a solution algorithm, the remaining reasoning parts of the strategy implementation are trivial [11]. On the other hand, there was a male student who answered the problem by identifying the similarities from previous example given in the problem. This kind of reasoning named identification of similarities. This reasoning satisfies two conditions;
1. The strategy choice is found on identifying similar surface properties in an example, theorem, rule, or some other situation described earlier in the text. 2. The strategy implementation is carried through by mimicking the procedure from the identified situation [12]. Figure ?? shows student answer sheet for logical thought problem.

![Student answer sheet for logical thought problem.](image)

Figure 3: Student answer sheet for logical thought problem.

There were only two students who were able to solve reflection problem. Every of them were from each gender. Both of them answer this question by checking the correctness of the sketch given. In the sketch the found that AB is longer than DE, meanwhile Pythagoras Theorem result showed that DE is longer than AB. It was a contradiction. The length of DE is longer than AB. This way of validation is obtained by sensibility. Sensibility is a situation where the student tries to reassure that the answer is reasonable [13]. Figure 2 shows the student answer sheet in solving reflection problem.

All students answer the explanation question by understanding the information given. They solved the problem by following the instruction in the problem. Meanwhile all students answer the justification problem by remembering the theorem and the rule given in the text book. They used memorized reasoning in solving this problem. There are two categories of the memorized reasoning they are; first the strategy developed on complete answer remembered by rote, second the strategy built by writing every step that has been memorize before [14].

4. CONCLUSION

In this study we found that most of student cannot solve the adaptive reasoning problem. Most of them did not have the sufficient prior knowledge and cannot understand the problem well. Overall, female students tend to be able to solve adaptive reasoning problems than male. There were several types of the reasoning in solving adaptive
reasoning problem in this study; algorithmic reasoning, identification of similarities, and memorized reasoning. The limitation of this study is we only used a part of mathematics subject and only involved limited students. For future study we suggest to add more subjects and continue the research for all strands of mathematical proficiency.
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